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• Decay of debris disk activity
• A look at the dynamically active region
• The frequency of late giant impacts

Sample of topics that connect directly with theory:



Decay of Debris Disk Activity



• A small contamination by young stars can bias the results toward
more excesses

• Identifying old stars (mid-F to early K)
• Validate chromospheric activity ages on HR diagram
• Use stars with very accurate parallax, colors, metallicity, etc.
• Select stars from full sample above 5 Gyr isochrone
• Purge sample of doubles
• Purge sample of stars < 5 Gyr by chromospheric activity

• Final sample is 122 stars
• Excess properties:

• Photospheric extrapolations at 24 mm good to 3% rms
• No 24mm excesses above 10% of photosphere

• HD 69830 and BD 
• Use 24mm to extrapolate to 70mm
• > 16% excesses at 70mm
• Identical to samples dominated by younger stars

• 16.4%, Trilling et al. (2008)

How Do Excesses Behave Around Really Old Stars?



Excess Incidence for Stars > 5 Gyr Old



70mm Excesses Hardly Decay with Stellar Age

Compare 70mm With Trilling et al. (2008)



Number of 24mm Excess Stars Decays Dramatically
High-weight point at 120MYr from Pleiades (Siercho et al. in prep.)



What is Going On in the Dynamically-Active Region?



A-star excesses show a wide range of temperatures
(from Morales et al. 2009)



The temperature distribution is broad and might even be bimodal
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Solar-Type stars are characterized by cold excesses
But is this because they are on average older?

(Morales et al. in prep.)

• Morales et al., in prep: sample of 103 sources:

– Spectral type K4 thru F5

– MIPS 24 mm photometry

– Estimated Ages up to 1 Gyr

– Have IRS Lo-Res data

• 20 have MIPS 24 mm excess

• 24 mm excess confirmed by IRS in all but one

 the sample consist of 19 sources, w/ MIPS 24 mm 
excess

– spectral type K0 thru F5

– Ages 40-900 Myr



Warm systems are remarkably similar in temperature,
A stars vs. solar-type stars
(assuming blackbody grains)

• Solar Type (9)
• Median Tdust_in ≈ 188 K

(Median Rin ≈ 2.5 AU)
• Median Tdust_out ≈ 54 K

(Median Rout ≈ 20 AU)

• A type stars (27)
• Median Tdust_in ≈ 199 K

(Median Rin ≈ 9.7 AU)
• Median Tdust_out ≈ 58 K

(Median Rout ≈ 114 AU)

w/ 70 mm detections

• Solar Type (10)
• Median Tdust ≈ 178 K

(Median Rdust ≈ 3.0 AU)

• A type stars (23)
• Median Tdust ≈ 204 K

(Median Rdust ≈ 12 AU)

No 70 mm detections

Are the similarities telling us more about grain transport 
and destruction than disk underlying structure?



Two Examples:

• HR 8799

• eps Eridani



70mm 160mm

24mm
with
star

24mm
without
star

HR 8799 is huge at 70mm (Su et al. 2009); poster



The fit to the SED indicates an inner disk, just inside the orbit of the 
innermost planet, an outer parent body disk with a sharp inner edge 
just at the orbit of the outermost planet, and an outflow disk of small 
grains (model by Kate Su)

sharp edge



A Full View of the HR8799 System



Comparative Structure in Disks:
eps Eridani: K2V (Backman et al. 2009)

There is a sharp SED cutoff at 15mm



The MIPS SED spectrum is flat and does not
align with the IRS spectrum (which is also flat

at the long wavelength end).



The simplest model that fits everything requires many
disk components (Backman et al. 2009)



Is there a general pattern to disk structures?

• Outer parent-body ring or disk at TBB ~ 60K
• Evolves very slowly

• Halo extending beyond this component
• In some A stars (Vega, HR 8799) can be very bright, 
composed of large numbers of weakly bound and unbound 
particles

• Warm ring or belt at TBB ~ 150-230K
• Disappears in ~ 500Myr

• Mix in various proportions for young systems

• Sometimes add an intermediate ring (eps Eri) or inner one
(beta Leo – Stock poster)



Sharp SED cutoffs
appear to be 
associated with 
inner disk edges 
maintained by 
planets .

Do planets account 
for the other 
examples?

Are the similarities
Between the HR 
8799 and eps Eri 
disks a reflection 
of similarities in 
planet system 
architectures?



These sharp-
edge features 
appear to be 
relatively 
uncommon. (Su 

et al., in prep.)



The Frequency of Late Giant Impacts
20 – 120 MYr



Extreme Inner Disks in Young Debris Systems.

1 – 2% of solar 
type stars in 
the 20-120Myr 
age range have 
very large 
excesses.

That is, 3 - 4 
examples in > 
300 stars 
between 20 and 
120 Myr old.

Must be rare 
events, or 
short-lived 
ones.

background

giant impact?

NGC 2547, Gorlova et al. 2008



One candidate, HD 23514, shows a spectral feature at ~ 9mm, 
indicative of condensation of silicon oxides from vapor and thus 

of a major planetesimal collision. (Rhee et al. 2008)



The 
signature of 
condensation 
from silicon 
oxide vapor 
is also found 
in HD 
172555 
(Lisse et al. 
2009). 
See also 
Fujiwara 
poster on HD 
15407



Two others show very finely divided crystalline silicates (e.g., 
olivine) at high temperature -- ~ 1000K (Gorlova et al., in prep; fits 

by C. Lisse, private communication). Is this temperature telling us 
about grain transport and destruction rather than grain birthplace?

~ 35 Myr ~ 100 Myr



Summary

• Decay of debris disk activity
• Slow evolution of excesses at 70mm (as expected, but few Late 
Heavy Bombardments)
• General similarity of A-type and solar-type evolution at 24mm
• Rapid drop in 24mm excess incidence between 120 & 600Myr

• A look at the dynamically active region
• Range of inner disk temperatures in A-stars – bimodal?
• Similarity of average properties between A-type and solar-type 
stars

• A common three-component picture of disk structure
• ~ 60K, slowly evolving
• halo
• ~ 190K decaying in 500Myr

• The frequency of late giant impacts
• Incidence of giant impacts between 20 & 120 Myr is 1 – 2%


